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Abstract

A time-of-flight detector array has been developed for an experiment senrrhing for
the strangeness -2 H-particlc. The array consists of 40 logs of plastic scintillator with
dimensions 2.U0 x 0.085 x 0.050 in3. The photomultiplicr tubes are coupled to the
scintillaturs without the use of light guides, and the mounting of the bars is designed
for easy adjustment and servicing. The average intrinsic time resolution was found
to be 110 ps a.

(submitted to Nuclear Instruments and Methods)
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1. Introduction

The time-of-flight array described here is being used in a search for a strangeness
-2 dibaryon — the H particle [1]. The search for the H is being conducted on the
new 1-2 GeV/c secondary bcamlinc (D6) [2] of the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS) at Droukhaven National Laboratory. The expriment (E813) uses tlie double
strangeness exchange (A*~, A*+ ) reaction in a "two step" process K~ +p —» A*+ +H~,
H~ +d —• (H^JJoion, —• H+7i on a dual chamber liquid hydrogen and liquid drutcrium
target. [3|. The array was also «lesigncd to be suitable for expriment E83G, which
would use the same detection equipment with a liquid 3Hc target [4].

The timc-of-flight (TOF) detector array is a component in the medium reso-
lution spectrometer being used for identification and measurement of the outgoing
K*. The specifications for experiment E836 require that, together with Ccrcnkov
detectors, the TOF system misidentify no more than 1:10* TT+ as K+. This requires
an approximately 8m long flight path which in turn makes the array big. The array
is located at the back end of the spectrometer and has an active area of 2.0 x 3.2 in*.
It comprises 40 scintillator bars, each 2 in long (see figure 1).

This paper describes the novel mechanical construction of the array, its calibra-
tion and performance.

2. Design of Counters and Array

The scintillator material used for the counters is DC 408; each bar is 2.0 m long,
85 mm wide and 50 mm thick. The long edges axe diamond milled. Each counter is
viewed by two 2.3 ns rise time 2" diameter Hamamatsu H1919 photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs), one at each end. Essentially, each PMT is coupled directly to the center
of the 50 x 85 mm3 face of the corresponding scintillator bar through a 5 nun thick
plexiglas protective covering and a silicone optical coupling disk. The 2" diameter
tube face covers half the area of the end of the bar, thus taking one half of the light.

The optical coupling disks ftre made from Dow Corning Sylgard 527 silicone.
Each disk has three layers: a soft central layer with firmer coatings on both sides. The
soft center absorbs any lack of parallclism between the tube face and the light guide
as well as any imperfections in the disk itself; the firmer outsides prevent sticking.
For a 2 inch diameter disk, each outside layer is made from approximately one grain
of gel with a base to hardener ratio between 1:3 and 1:4, while the inside layer is
made from 3 to 3.5 grams of gel with base to hardener ratio between 5:4 and 1:1.
The finished disk is about 3 mm thick. The transmission of the disks is good even
into the ultraviolet. It wns measured to be 90% at 300 nm and 95% in the visible.

To attach the PMT to the bar, a slot is cut in one end of a standard PVC
plumbing fitting * so as to slide over the 50 mm dimension of the bar as shown
in figure 2. The fitting and the 5 mm thick plexiglas disk arc then glued to the
sciutillator with NE-581 epoxy cement. The photomultiplier housing slides into the
other end of the fitting and is secured with set screws. The PVC plumbing fittings
have a slight taper inside which provides an excellent fit for the PMT housing. The
srintillator bars axe made light tight by wrapping them in 0.25 nun thick black vinyl
sheets and black vinyl tape. No reflective lining is used. The Rtting-to-scintillator
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joint is covered with black, moulded heat Hhrinkable tubing about 1 mm thick, winch
provides both a light proof covering and additional support for the joint.

A pulsed ultraviolet laser system is built in to test luid monitor timing stability
of the time-of-flight system. A nitrogen laser (337.1 mil) produces 200 ps long pulses
which arc introduced into each scintillator element of the experiment using fused
silica optical libers. The cuds of the 400 micron diameter fibers are coupled to the
Hciittillators simply by cleaving their ends, stripping off about 5 mm of cladding and
laying the fibers directly onto the scintillator surface. Each fibre is positioned to
place the cleaved end at the center of the scintillator bar's 2m x 85mm face and the
bur is installed with the fibre at the bock of the array - No cement is used, and the
fibers are held in place by tape at the point near the ends where the fibers penetrate
the wrapping of the scintillators. Starting from a 50 /iJ laser pulse, an estimated
C pJ of light reaches each scintillator after the light is split and fanned out several
times, attenuated with niters, and propagated through about 15 m of fiber. The
ultraviolet light excites the scintillation material which then produces visible light
closely matching a pulse produced by an ionizing particle.

The sciutillator modules are arranged in two planes 00 mm apart with adjurent
bars in différent planes (see figure 1). In the front plane of the array the modules arc
positioned so that their centers arc 1C0 mm apart and the modules in the back plane
are aligned so thiit the gaps between the modules in the front plane are completely
covered by them for incoming A'+ at the expected angles. The 85 nun width of the
scintillators provides some overlap of coverage for adjacent modules. The pitch angles
of the counters ivre oriented so that kaons passing through the spectrometer hit them
perpendicular to their front face at the center of their lengths. The pitch bugles were
determined through simulations of outgoing iv + , with momenta and trajectories of
interest, using a measured field map of the spectrometer dipole magnet.

Dy aligning each clcnlci.t to be normal to the incident particles, a minimum
spread in path length through the bar, and hence in pulse height, is obtained. To set
each bar at the optimum angle, each bar is individually supported by clamps around
the plumbing fittings at each end. This mounting arrangement was also chosen so
that if long tenu sagging was observed the entire affected bar could be inverted,.
but this has not been required so for in approximately one and one half years of
operation. Additional advantages of the chosen mounting scheme are that each bar
supports only its own weight and an individual bar may be removed for service if
needed.

3. Calibration Counters

Located directly behind the TOF array are three narrow plastic sciutillator
detectors positioned with the center detector directly behind the middle of the 2 in
length of the TOP counters and the other two 300 mm to either side of the center
detector (figure 1). They are made from 305 mm long, 19 mm wide and 3 mm
thick DC 418 sciutillator. Each one is viewed by a single 3/4" diameter HaiiiainaUu
1J31C7 PMT. These scintillating "fingers" are oriented with their long dimension
perpendicular to that of the long dimension of the TOF burs mid are mounted on
a linear track which permits them to be moved along the vertical span of the array.
The performance of the individual modules in the array may hence be monitored at

throe points defined by a coincidence with these detectors. The center finger maik3
the data corresponding to the center of a bar and known spacing between the fingers
calibrates the effective speed of light. A sample spectrum of time difference events
in coincidence with the fingers is shown in figure 3. The detectors may be moved
by remote control and positioned at any location along the track by the use of a
programmable positioning system. The locations of the bar centers are stored, and
the carriage moves to the selected location witit an accuracy of 1 nun.
Electronics

The signal from each PMT anode is split by an asymmetric passive splitter, 1/10
of the amplitude going to the timing constant fraction discriminator (Phillips 715)
and 1/2 to the ADC. The attenuation in the splitter permits the photomultiplicr
voltage to be run high, minimizing transit time spread. At the voltages used, a
minimum ionizing particle penetrating the 50 mm dimension of a bar at the center
produces a pulse height of approximately 2 volts before the splitter (i.e. 200 mV
into the CFD). The actual pulse heights at a PMT vary over a. range of 10:1 or 20:1,
approximately 3:1 to 4:1 arising from the different attenuation for scintillations at
dilferenl distances from the PMT, and another 3:1 or so from the effects of different
energy particles and non-perpendicular particle tracks. The signals to the TDCs
and ADCs are delayed by approximately 300 ns to allow time for the trigger logic
decision to be made. Pulse height is measured with LeCroy 1885F ADCs, whereas
two different TDCs are used concurrently to measure the timing signals.

KiueticSystcms F432-A01 TDCs provide a fine timing resolution of 25 ps/chamtel.
These TDCs were chosen from the very few high-resolution TDC modules available on
the market. While the KineticsSysteina TDC best suited the needs of the exjicriiuent,
they were not without problems. After the finit year of operation in the expriment,
a pcculiur time shift associated with multiple hits was revealed. This time shift was
found to be a flaw in the design of the motherboard of the TDC modules. The
TDCs consists of 64 daughter cards that perform the time-to-anulog conversion and
an underlying motherboard that multiplexes these analog signals through an ADC
and performs other peripheral functions. The daughter cards also provide 'HIT* bits,
which are 'Oll'ed together to indicate that at least one chminel in the module has
valid data. Unfortunately, the layout of these logic signals on the motherboard inter-
fered with the analog signals prior to digitization leading to a. shift in the recorded
time (up to several nanoseconds in some channels). This interference was eliminated
by rerouting the 'HIT' bits above the motherboard. A second problem which emerged
was crosstalk in the paddle cards that connected the twisted-pair cables to the TDCs.
When this was brought to the attention of the manufacturer, they quickly redesigned
the paddle cards to isolate the signals as best as possible, eliminating this problem.

LeCroy 4300D/610 & 4303 FERA/FERET TDCs only provide a resolution
of 50 ps/chanuel but have a very fast conversion time (7 /is) and provide timing
information for a second level trigger to reject u background of scattered protons.

Both TDC types accept ECL logic signals which are derived from LeCroy CA-
MAC 4413 discriminators. These modules regenerate tfie delayed NIM signals from
the timing CFDs and produce ECL signals. A known problem with such a tech-
nique is crosstalk (up to 120 ps time shift) associated with multiple logic levels in the
MC10101 ECL driver chips commonly employed in ECL devices. Since each ECL
driver accommodates four channels, care was taken to ensure that PMT signals with



high probability of coincident hits (i. e.-tubes A IUKI B of a given log and the adjacent
log) do not use the same ECL driver chip.

Low dispersion KG 213/U coaxial cable is used to connect the PMTs in tin?
cxpcr'uncntiii area to the splitters and CFD» located in the electronics trailer, ;md
the cables arc as short as possible consistent with them all being the same length
(approximately 20 m).

4. TOF START counters

The reference timing signal is from START scintillntors located just upstream
of the experimental target. The timing start hodoscopc consists of four sciutillators,
each 30 tmn long, 25 nun wide and 13 mm thick. Each scintillator is viewed l>y two
Burle 8575 PMTs equipped with secondary "booster" power supplies to prevent gain
shifts at high count rates. The rest of the electronics is very similar to that of the
main TOF bars described above and uses the same models of discriminators, TDCs
and ADCs.

5. Test Conditions and Results

Two different methods can be used to calibrate the array and to determine
its performance in situ. During normal operation of the experiment, the K~ beam
passes through the spectrometer dipnlc magnet and is bent down, away from the
detectors. A calibration of the TOF array can be accomplished by reversing the field
of the spectrometer dipolc magnet from its normal operating direction in order to
bend the beam up into the array. Dy varying the magnetic field of the dipole and
.selecting suitable momenta for the beam it is possible to sweep the beam vertically
across the counters in the array. In the second method, scattered (K~, p) protons are
used with the spectrometer dipole magnet in its normal operating mode. The A"~
arc tracked through the front end of the experimental apparatus into the target and
the scattered protons arc tracked through the spectrometer back to the TOF array.

The beam used for the TOF array calibration with reversed dipole consisted
mostly of JT~ and only a few percent K~. The data acceptance trigger was the
coincidence "IT-FP-BI'BS", where IT is the START counter, DS is the calibration
fingers and FP and BP are hodoscupes located just upstream and downstream of
the spectrometer magnet. The bottom half of the array was calibrated with a beam
momentum of 1.8 GcV/c while the top half was calibrated with a be;un momentum
of 1.(1 GeV/c. The momentum spread of the the beam was /Sp/p =5% FWHM
which resulted in n lime spread of ~8 ps FWHM for the 1.8 GeV/c beam over the
approximate 8 m flight path length from the START counter to the TOF array and,
similarly, a time spread of ~25 ps FWHM for the 1.0 GeV/c beam. The numbers
given later include the contribution from time spread in the beam. The beam was
defocused horizontally so that beam particles would pass through the 0.G0 in wide
area defined by the three finger counters. Various timing constants were determined
by the calibration. These included, for each module, the time of flight offsets (the
TDC readings corresponding to zero time of Ilight), the time difference offsets (Left
TDC minus right TDC for a hit at the center), and effective speed of light in each

scintillator bar (used to determine hit position from time differences). The calibration
procedure also confirmed that all modules of the array were working properly.

5.1. Timing Walk

To «juantify the residual timing walk, plots of the time average of the timing
signals from the two PMTs viewing each bar versus the geometric average of the
corresponding pulse height signals were made. With a better time resolution than for
individual PMTs, these plots made the residual timing walk more readily apparent.
Figure 4 shows such a plot for a scintillator bar that has one of the relatively larger
residual timing walks. Notice that for large and very small pulse heights the time
averages shift slightly to smaller values. Although the timing resolution is very good
even without walk corrections, corrections may be made to the time average data by
extracting the timing walk in this manner.

5.2. Timing Resolution

Shortly following the installation of the array, timing tests were made using
cosmic rays. An upper bar was rotated to the horizontal position and two of the
finger counters from the back of the array were placed above mid below the bar
at right angles to its length to define the hit position. The left-right time difference
spectrum for cosmic ray e.vcnts in coincidence with the finger counters had a resolution
of 170 ps a. T1Û3 implies an intrinsic resolution on the time average of half this value,
or 85 ps <r. Preliminary tests were also made by setting the U.V. laser to duplicate as
closely as possible the pulse height of the cosmic rays. The same good timing results
were obtained with the laser.

Figure 5 shows the time average resolution of one of the TOF counters with
the spectrometer set to deflect incident beam (mostly x~) on to the TOF wall. This
resolution includes the timing uncertainty of the TOF START signal and the time
spread resulting from non-zero momentum bite. A comparison of the time average
resolutions, determined from calibration with the TT~ beam data, of the TOF counters
that have adequate statistics is given in figure 6. The resolutions in figure 6 were
obtained from gmissian fits to the ir" peak and include contributions from both the
TOF START resolution and the time spread of particles in the beam. The average
raw time-of-flight resolution of the counters in the TOF array is 130 ps, with a b<ir-lo-
bar scatter of 20 ps nns. Unfolding the TOF START resolution, which was measured
to be C8 ps <7, gives a value of 110 ps a. It is worth noting that many of the bars
approach or achieve the 85 ps resolution oF the cosmic ray and laser tests.

The overall TOF resolution as determined from the scattered proton data was
190 ± 40 ps a. The comparatively larger value is a result of the errors incurred in
fitting the scattered particle track through the magnetic spectrometer.

The performance of the TOF wall is comparable to the best presently attainable
for long bar arrays. Table 1 shows a comparison to others using bars of 1 meter or
longer.



Table 1. Comparison of the
data for scintiHatuT bars of

AutliorB

G. D'Agoslini el al. |5] (11)81)
T.Taniniori ct at. [6] (1UH3)
G. D'Agosliiii el al. |7] (]U84>
Yu.M. Antipovel al. [8] (1D89)
Tlii» paper

results in this paper with those of previously published
greater than 1 meter length.

Type of
Sciittillator

NK114*
SCSN-38»

NEMO
NEI10
UC408'

Diiiiniuions
(IIIIII3)

I0U0 xl50 x30
1500 x2U0 x30
2000 X150 x4U
151)0 xlOO xlS
2000 x 85 x 50

I'MT

I'liillipa Xl"20'20
llaiiiamaUu 111332

I'liillips Xl'2020
Thorn KMIUU54K
IlaiiiaiiiaUu 111949

Intrinsic Time
Itcauliition (ps)

120
140
100
180
110

'Nuclear KnlerpriucH Corporation
'Kyowa Can Chemical Industry Co.
'Uicron Corporation

5.S. Attenuation Length and Effective Velocity of Light in the Bars

Figure 7 shows typical plots of the pulse heights against hit position for the two
PMTs viewing a scintillator bar. On average, the attenuutiou length is 280 ± 50 cm.

The eifective velocity of tight, cejj, in the scintillator bars ciui be determined
from plots of the titne difference in the signal» from the two PMTs viewing each bar
versus the hit position along the length the bar. The hit position was determined
front the wire chambers. Figure 8 shows such a plot with a linear fit to the data
obtained from scattered protons. Figure 0 graphs ccjj for all the bars for which there
exist data with sufficient statistics. The average CCJJ is 15.0 ± 0.4 cm/ns.

A comparison of these velocities can be made with those calculated using the
calibration data with coincident finger detector position information. Although the
finger detectors only cover the central part of the TOF counters, an effective light
velocity can be calculated for each of the counters from the three finger coincidence
points in the time difference spectrum between the signal from the two PMTs (e.g.
figure 3). The velocities from the two calculations agreed to within statistical uncer-
tainties.

8. Conclusions

A Time-of-Flight Array for 1 to 2 GeV/c Particles has been constructed and is
now in use. The array consists of forty 2.0 x 0.085 x 0.05 in3 individually mounted
sciutillator bars. The photoiuultiplicrs are attached to the bars with modified PVC
plumbing fittings which also serve to support the bars so as to allow the angle of any
bar to be adjusted. Fiber optics from a pulsed ultraviolet laser provide calibration
pulses to each bar and a set of three small calibration scintillators may be positioned
by remote control as desired behind the array. The intrinsic time-of-flight resolution
varies somewhat from bar to bar with an average value of 110 ps a. This resolution
compares favorably with that obtained with similar detector arrays with sciutillator
elements of 1 meter or longer. The effective light velocity in the bars of the array is
15.0 ± 0.4 cm/us.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Layout of the time-of-flight wall. The inset shows tin: three finger scintilla-
tors which may be moved up or down behind the wall for calibration. The
small box on the shelf is the optical fiber fan-out.

Fig. 2. Details of a TOF scintillator bar. Inside the PVC coupling, the photoinul-
tiplicr is optically coupled to the scintillator through a lucite disk cemented
to the bar and a removable soft silicoue disk.

Fig. 3. Time difference spectrum for the two ends of bar 12 for events în coïn-
cidence with the calibration fingers. The three peaks correspond to the
positions of the fingers.

Fig. 4. Evidence of residual timing walk in a plot of geometric pulse height average
against time average.

Fig. 5. Time average resolution for bar 12. Main peak is from pions, secondary
peak is due to kaons.

Fig. 6. Raw time resolutions obtained by deflecting x~ beam on to the array.
Triangles are data at 1.8 GeV/c and circles are data at 1.0 GeV/c. The
resolutions include contributions from both the TOF start resolution and
momentum spread of the beam.

Fig. 7. Attenuation length data for a set of PMTs viewing one scintillator bar.
Exponential functions are fitted.
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Pig. 8. Time difference vs. hit position for one bur. A simihir plot wiw m.-ute for
each bar and the effective light velocities determined from straight line fits.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the effective light velocities.
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